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 ReleaseDate               10/21/16 
Format             CD 
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Catalog Number             GM1038 
Suggested List                $10.99 
File Under:          Rock/Pop 

 
UPC  # 7-18483-10382-7 

As you may recall, we last saw Jim of Seattle about three years ago, when he 

released his debut, the very well-received We Are All Famous. It took Jim 30 years 

to make that one. It seemed possible the next one would take as long, or longer. It 

didn’t. Jim has come back to us with two unique concepts at one time, The Planet 

Frank (starring The Elders) and The Chet Lambert Show, which contains his most 

beautiful composition to date, “By Inches.” Both The Planet Frank and The Chet 

Lambert Show is no less unusual than his debut, if you are looking for Barry 

Manilow singing Cole Porter at a grand piano sitting on the inner rings of Saturn, 

with Fleet Foxes on backing vocals, you may be in the right place. 

 

Side 1 of the CD takes place on Planet Frank, where The Elders have saved the 

planet and are now huge pop stars. They are presented here Live in Concert, 

including their P-Frank-Style version of “Wichita Lineman.” After a short 

intermission for “Great Big Beautiful Day,” Side B presents The Chet Lambert Show, 

an orchestrated variety concept that interacts with Side 1 in many interesting ways. 

It has finger poppin’, a Carpenters’ hit, the heartbreaking “By Inches” and the slyly 

charming “I’m Gonna Be Your Man.” In short, this is everything you ever hoped a 

second Jim of Seattle album could be: entertaining, epic, satisfying. 
 

As always, Jim plays almost all the music. He does nearly all the singing. He 

recorded it all. He wrote most of the songs. This is pure Jim. Something different, 

something beautiful, approaching perfection. Amen. 
 

Vital Information 

 First 100 copies limited edition numbered and signed 

 Cover art once again by the fantastic Tyson Grumm www.tysongrumm.com 

 Jim is still contemplating playing in public. We’ll let you know if that happens. 
 

Fantastic Press for We All Are Famous 

"Is this Brian Wilson Recording Under a Pseudonym? We Are All Famous may have 

been the single most pleasing musical discovery I made during 2013." Ted Giola - 

Daily Beast  
 

 “We Are All Famous is pop eclecticism at its very best.” Top Albums of 2013!  John 

Book – This Is Book’s Music 
 

"one of the most intriguingly enigmatic collection of sounds you’ll hear all year." 

Jeff Penczak, Terrascope 
 

“Eccentric, fascinating, diverse and wacky to the smallest detail.” Patrick Bruneel, 

Gonzo Circus 
 

“Bravo, Jim. I don't know what's in the water in your part of Seattle, but I hope it 

never goes away.” Jon Davis - Expose’ 
 
 

EPK: https://www.presskit.to/jimofseattle 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Jim-of-Seattle/454542877926947?ref=ts&fref=ts 

www.greenmonkeyrecords.com 
 

Distribution:  Burnside Distribution 
6635 N. Baltimore Ave. Suite 285 Portland, OR  97203 
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